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Finding information
with NoSQL search

What we find changes who we become.
—Peter Morville

We’re all familiar with web search sites such as Google and Bing where we enter
our search criteria and quickly get high-quality search results. Unfortunately, many
of us are frustrated by the lack of high-quality search tools on our company intra-
nets or within our database applications. NoSQL databases make it easier to inte-
grate high-quality search directly into a database application by integrating the
database with search frameworks and tools such as Apache Lucene, Apache Solr,
and ElasticSearch. 

This chapter covers
 Types of search

 Strategies and methods for NoSQL search

 Measuring search quality

 NoSQL index architectures 
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 NoSQL systems combine document store concepts with full-text indexing solu-
tions, which results in high-quality search solutions and produces results with better
search quality. Understanding why NoSQL search results are superior will help you
evaluate the merits of these systems.

 In this chapter, we’ll show you how NoSQL databases can be used to build high-
quality and cost-effective search solutions, and help you understand how findability
impacts NoSQL system selection. We’ll start this chapter with definitions of search
terms, and then introduce some more complex concepts used in search technologies.
Later, we’ll look at three case studies that show how reverse indexes are created and
how search is applied in technical documentation and reporting. 

7.1 What is NoSQL search?
For our purposes, we’ll define search as finding an item of interest in your NoSQL
database when you have partial information about an item. For example, you may
know some of the keywords in a document, but not know the document title, author,
or date of creation.

 Search technologies apply to highly structured records similar to those in an
RDBMS as well as “unstructured” plain-text documents that contain words, sentences,
and paragraphs. There are also a large number of documents that fall somewhere in
the middle called semi-structured data. 

 Search is one of the most important tools to help increase the productivity of
knowledge workers. Studies show that finding the right document quickly can save
hours of time each day. Companies such as Google and Yahoo!, pioneers in the use of
NoSQL systems, were driven by the problems involved in document search and
retrieval. Before we begin looking at how NoSQL systems can be used to create search
solutions, let’s define some terms used when building search applications. 

7.2 Types of search
As you’re building applications, you’ll come to the point where building and provid-
ing search will be important to your users. So let’s look at the types of search that you
could provide: Boolean search used in RDBMSs, full-text keyword search used in
frameworks such as Apache Lucene, and structured search popular in NoSQL systems
that use XML or JSON type documents.

7.2.1 Comparing Boolean, full-text keyword, 
and structured search models

If you’ve used RDBMSs, you might be familiar with creating search programs that look
for specific records in a database. You might also have used tools such as Apache
Lucene and Apache Solr to find specific documents using full-text keyword search. In
this section, we’ll introduce a new type of search: structured search. Structured search
combines features from both Boolean and full-text keyword search. To get us started,
table 7.1 compares the three main search types.
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The challenge with Boolean search systems is that they don’t provide any “fuzzy
match” functions. They either find the information you’re looking for or they don’t.
To find a record, you must use trial and error by adding and deleting parameters to
expand and contract the search results. RDBMS search results can’t be sorted by how
closely the search results match the request. They must be sorted by database proper-
ties such as the date last modified or the author.

 In contrast, the challenge with full-text keyword search is that it’s sometimes diffi-
cult to narrow your search by document properties. For example, many document
search interfaces don’t allow you to restrict your searches to include documents cre-
ated over a specific period of time or by a specific group of authors.

 If you use structured search, you get the best of both worlds in a single search func-
tion. NoSQL document stores can combine the complex logic functions of Boolean
AND/OR queries and use the ranked matches of full-text keywords to return the right
documents in the right order. 

7.2.2 Examining the most common types of search

If you’re selecting a NoSQL system, you’ll want to make sure to look at the findability
of the system. These are the characteristics of a database that help users find the
records they need. NoSQL systems excel at combining both structure and fuzzy search
logic that may not be found in RDBMSs. Here are a few types of searches you may want
to include in your system:

Table 7.1 A comparison of Boolean, full-text keyword, and structured search. Most users are already
familiar with the benefits of Boolean and full-text keyword search. NoSQL databases that use document
stores offer a third type, structured search, that retains the best features of Boolean and full-text
keyword search. Only structured search gives you the ability to combine AND/OR statements with
ranked search results.

Search type Structures used
Ranked 
search 
results

Combine 
full-text and 

conditional logic
Best for

Boolean search—
used in RDBMSs. Ideal for 
searches where AND/OR 
logic can be applied to highly 
structured data.

Rows of tables that 
conditionally match 
a WHERE clause.

No No Highly 
structured data

Full-text keyword search—
used for unstructured docu-
ment search of natural lan-
guage text.

Documents, key-
words, and vector 
distance results.

Yes No Unstructured 
text files

Structured search—
combination of full-text and 
Boolean search tools.

XML or JSON docu-
ments. XML docu-
ment may include 
entity markup.

Yes Yes Semi-structured 
documents
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 Full-text search—Full-text search is the process of finding documents that con-
tain natural language text such as English. Full-text search is appropriate when
your data has free-form text like you’d see in an article or a book. Full-text
search techniques include processes for removing unimportant short stop words
(and, or, the) and removing suffixes from words (stemming). 

 Semi-structured search—Semi-structured searches are searches of data that has
both the rigid structure of an RDBMS and full-text sentences like you’d see in a
Microsoft Word document. For example, an invoice for hours worked on a con-
sulting project might have long sentences describing the tasks that were per-
formed on a project. A sales order might contain a full-text description of
products in the order. A business requirements document might have struc-
tured fields for who requested a feature, what release it will be in, and a full-text
description of what the feature will do.

 Geographic search—Geographic search is the process of changing search result
ranking based on geographic distance calculations. For example, you might
want to search for all sushi restaurants within a five-minute drive of your current
location. Search frameworks such as Apache Lucene now include tools for inte-
grating location information in search ranking.

 Network search—Network search is the process of changing search result rank-
ings based on information you find in graphs such as social networks. You
might want your search to only include restaurants that your friends gave a four-
or five-star rating. Integrating network search results can require use of social
network APIs to include factors such as “average rating by my Facebook
friends.”

 Faceted search—Faceted search is the process of including other document prop-
erties within your search criteria, such as “all documents written by a specific
author before a specific date.” You can think of facets as subject categories to
narrow your search space, but facets can also be used to change search ranking.

Setting up faceted search on an ordinary collection of Microsoft Word docu-
ments can be done by manually adding multiple subject keywords to each docu-
ment. But the costs of adding keywords can be greater than the benefits gained.
Faceted search is used when there’s high-quality metadata (information about
the document) associated with each document. For example, most libraries
purchase book metadata from centralized databases to allow you to narrow
searches based on subject, author, publication date, and other standardized
fields. These fields are sometimes referred to as the Dublin Core properties of a
document. 

 Vector search—Vector search is the process of ranking document results based on
how close they are to search keywords using multidimensional vector distance
models. Each keyword can be thought of as its own dimension in space and the
distance between a query and each document can be calculated as a geographi-
cal distance calculation. This is illustrated in figure 7.1.  
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As you might guess, calculating search vectors is complex. Luckily, vector dis-
tance calculations are included in most full-text search systems. Once your full-
text indexes have been created, the job of building a search engine can be as
easy as combining your query with a search system query function.

Vector search is one of the key technologies that allow users to perform fuzzy
searches. They help you find inexact matches to documents that are “in the
neighborhood” of your query keywords. Vector search tools also allow you to
treat entire documents as a keyword collection for additional searches. This fea-
ture allows search systems to add functions such as “find similar documents” to
an individual document. 

 N-gram search—N-gram search is the process of breaking long strings into short,
fixed-length strings (typically three characters long) and indexing these strings
for exact match searches that may include whitespace characters. N-gram
indexes can take up a large amount of disk space, but are the only way to
quickly search some types of text such as software source code (where all char-
acters including spaces may be important). N-gram indexes are also used for
finding patterns in long strings of text such as DNA sequences. 

Although there are clearly many types of searches, there are also many tools that make
these searches fast. As we move to our next section, you’ll see how NoSQL systems are
able to find and retrieve your requested information rapidly. 

7.3 Strategies and methods that make 
NoSQL search effective
So how are NoSQL systems able to take your requested search information and return
the results so fast? Let’s take a look at the strategies and methods that make NoSQL
search systems so effective:

 Range index—A range index is a way of indexing all database element values in
increasing order. Range indexes are ideal for alphabetical keywords, dates,
timestamps, or amounts where you might want to find all items equal to a spe-
cific value or between two values. Range indexes can be created on any data

Search region threshold

Your search keyword

Other documents

Search score is distance
measurement

Keyword 2

Keyword 1

Figure 7.1 Vector search is a 
way to find documents that are 
closest to a keyword. By 
counting the number of 
keywords per page, you can 
rank all documents by a keyword 
space dimension.
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type as long as that data type has a logically distinct way of sorting items. It
wouldn’t make sense to create a range index on images or full-text paragraphs.

 Reverse index—A reverse index is a structure similar to the index you’ll find in
the back of a book. In a book, each of the entries is listed in alphabetical order
at the end of the book with the page numbers where the entry occurs. You can
go to any entry in the index and quickly see where that term is used in the book.
Without an index, you’d be forced to scan through the entire book. Search soft-
ware uses reverse indexes in the same way. For each word in a document collec-
tion there’s a list of all the documents that contain that word.

Figure 7.2 contains a screen image of a Lucene index of the works of Shake-
speare. 

Search frameworks such as Apache Lucene are designed to create and main-
tain reverse indexes for large document collections. These reverse indexes are
used to speed the lookup of documents that contain keywords.

 Search ranking—Search ranking is the process of sorting search results based on
the likelihood that the found item is what the user is looking for. So, if a docu-
ment has a higher keyword density of the requested word, then there is a
higher chance that document is about this keyword. The term keyword density

Figure 7.2 Browsing a reverse index of Shakespeare plays for the keywords that start 
with the string “love.” In this example, the plays were encoded in the TEI XML format and 
then indexed by Apache Lucene.
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refers to how often the word occurs in a document weighted by the size of the
document. If you only counted the total number of words in a document, then
longer documents with more keywords would always get a higher ranking.
Search ranking should take into account the number of times a keyword
appears in a document and the total number of words in the document so that
longer documents don’t always appear first in search results. Ranking algo-
rithms might consider other factors such as document type, recommendations
from your social networks, and relevance to a specific task.

 Stemming—Stemming is the process of allowing a user to include variations of a
root word in a search but still match different forms of a word. For example, if a
person types in the keyword walk then documents with the words walks, walked,
and walking might all be included in search results.

 Synonym expansion—Synonym expansion is the process of including synonyms
of specific keywords in search results. For example, if a user typed in aspirin
for a keyword, the chemical names for the drugs salicylic acid and acetylsalicylic
acid might be added to the keywords used in a search. The WordNet database is
a good example of using a thesaurus to include synonyms in search results.

 Entity extraction—Entity extraction is the process of finding and tagging named
entities within your text. Objects such as dates, person names, organizations,
geolocations, and product names might be types of entities that should be
tagged by an entity extraction program. The most common way of tagging text is
by using XML wrapper elements. Native XML databases, such as MarkLogic, pro-
vide functions for automatically finding and tagging entities within your text.

 Wildcard search—Wildcard search is the process of adding special characters to
indicate you want multiple characters to match a query. Most search frame-
works support suffix wildcards where the user specifies a query such as dog*,
which will match words such as dog, dogs, or dogged. You can use * to match zero
or more characters and ? to match a single character. Apache Lucene allows
you to add a wildcard in the middle of a string.

Most search engines don’t support leading wildcards, or wildcards before a
string. For example *ing would match all words that end with the suffix ing.
This type of search isn’t frequently requested, and adding support for leading
wildcards doubles the sizes of indexes stored.

 Proximity search—Proximity search allows you to search for words that are near
other words in a document. Here you can indicate that you’re interested in all
documents that have dog and love within 20 words of each other. Documents
that have these words closer together will get a higher ranking in the returned
results.

 Key word in context (KWIC)—Key-word-in-context libraries are tools that help you
add keyword highlighting to each search result. This is usually done by adding
an element wrapper around the keywords within the resulting document frag-
ments in the search results page.
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 Misspelled words—If a user misspells a keyword in a search form and the word the
user entered is a nondictionary word, the search engine might return a “Did you
mean” panel with spelling alternatives for the keyword. This feature requires
that the search engine be able to find words similar to the misspelled word.

Not all NoSQL databases support all of these features. But this list is a good starting
point if you’re comparing two distinct NoSQL systems. Next we look at one type of
NoSQL database, the document store, that lends itself to high-quality search. 

7.4 Using document structure to improve search quality
In chapter 4 we introduced the concept of document stores. You may recall that docu-
ment stores keep data elements together in a single object. Document stores don’t
“shred” elements into rows within tables; they keep all information together in a sin-
gle hierarchical tree.

 Document stores are popular for search because this retained structure can be
used to pinpoint exactly where in the document a keyword match is found. Using this
keyword match position information can make a big difference in finding a single
document in a large collection of documents.

 If you retain the structure of the document, you can in effect treat each part of a
large document as though it were another document. You can then assign different
search result scores based on where in the document each keyword was found.
Figure 7.3 shows how document stores leverage a retained structure model to create
better search results. 

Bag-of-words search

• All keywords in a single container

• Only count frequencies are stored
   with each word

Retained structure search

• Keywords associated with each
  subdocument component

‘Love’

‘Hate’
‘New’

‘Fear’

Keywords

Keywords

Keywords

Keywords

Keywords

Keywordsdoc-id

Figure 7.3 Comparison of two types of document structures used in search. The 
left panel is the bag-of-words search based on an extraction of all words in a 
document without consideration of where words occur in the document 
structure. The right panel shows a retained structure search that treats each 
node in the document tree as a separate document. This allows keyword matches 
in the title to have a higher rank than keywords in the body of a document.
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Let’s assume you’re searching for books on the topic of NoSQL. When you go to a
publisher’s website and type NoSQL into a keyword search form, you’ll get many
matches. The search system finds the keyword NoSQL in multiple places in each book:

 In the title of a book or title of a chapter
 In a glossary term or back-of-book index term
 In the body of the text of a book
 In a bibliographic reference

As you can guess, if a book has the keyword NoSQL in the title, there’s a good chance
that the entire book is about NoSQL. On the other hand, there may be related books
that have a chapter on the topic of NoSQL and a larger set of books that reference the
term NoSQL in the text or in a bibliographic reference. When the search system
returns the results to the user, it would make sense to give the matches to a book title
the highest score and the matches to a chapter title the second-highest score. A match
in a glossary term or indexed word term might be next, followed by a match in body
text. The last results might be in a bibliographic reference.

 The business rules for raising the search score based on where in a document the
word is found are called boosting. If you have no way to specify and find book and chap-
ter titles within your documents, it’ll be difficult to boost their ranking. Using a larger
font or a different font color won’t help search tools find the right documents. This is
why using structured document formats such as DocBook can create higher-precision
search rankings than using the bag-of-words patterns. 

 You can see how easy it is to improve your search results by using a document’s
original structure. As we move to our next section, you’ll see how measuring search
quality will help you compare NoSQL options. 

7.5 Measuring search quality
Accurately measuring search quality is an important process in selecting a NoSQL
database. From a quality perspective, you want your results to contain the search key
and accurately rank the results. To
measure search quality, you use two
metrics: precision and recall. As you’ll
see, combining these metrics will
help you objectively measure the
quality of your search results. 

 An illustration of search quality is
shown in figure 7.4.

 Your goal is to maximize both pre-
cision and recall. A metric called the
F-measure is roughly the mean of these
values and a larger F-measure indi-
cates higher search quality. 

Target documents
Missed

document

Actual
search results

Other documents

Figure 7.4 Search precision and recall. Search 
precision shows you the percent of target documents 
that are returned in actual search results. Two of the 
four documents in the actual search result are in the 
target area for a precision of .5. Recall is the fraction 
of all target documents (darker dots) found in your 
actual search results. In this example, only two of the 
three darker dots are in the actual search results, for a 
recall of .66.
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 Organizations that sell search services have dedicated quality teams that continu-
ally monitor and modify search ranking algorithms to get higher F-measures. They
develop processes that detect which search results users click on and look for ways to
automatically increase the ranking score of relevant items while lowering the ranking
score of items that users deem to be unrelated to their query.

 Each search system has a way of changing the balance of precision and recall by
including a broader set of documents in search results. A search engine can look up
synonyms for a keyword and return all documents that contain both the keyword and
the synonyms. Adding more documents to the search results will lower precision num-
bers and increase recall numbers. It’s important to strike a balance between precision
and recall percentages to fit into your system requirements. 

 Not all database selection projects will take the time to carefully measure precision
and recall of competing systems. Setting up a large collection of documents and mea-
suring relevancy of ranked search results can be time consuming and difficult to auto-
mate. But by retaining document structure, document stores have shown dramatic
gains in both precision and recall.

 Now that we’ve covered the types of searches and how NoSQL systems speed up
these searches, we can compare how distributed systems use different strategies to
store indexes used in search optimization. 

7.6 In-node indexes versus remote search services
There are two different ways that NoSQL systems store search indexes: in-node
indexes and using a remote search service. Most NoSQL systems keep their data and
indexes on the same node. But some NoSQL systems use external search services for
full-text search. These systems keep the full-text indexes on a remote cluster and use a
search API to generate search results. Since most NoSQL systems use one method or
another, understanding the trade-offs of each method will help you evaluate NoSQL
options. Figure 7.5 illustrates these two options. 

In-node index Remote search service

NoSQL cluster
Full-text search

cluster

vs.

Data Index

Data IndexData Index

IndexS
earch A

P
I

IndexIndex

NoSQL cluster

Data

DataData

Figure 7.5 Integrated search vs. search services. The panel on the left shows how 
NoSQL systems store the indexes on the same node as the indexed data. The panel on 
the right shows a remote search service where indexes are stored on a remote cluster 
that executes a search service through an API.
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When you use an in-node search system, the reverse indexes are located on the same
node as the data. This allows you to send a query to each node and have it respond with
the search results without having to do any additional input/output to include search
information. If you retain document structure, you can also use structural match rules
to change the query results based on where in a document a match occurs.

 In contrast, a search service sends documents to an external search cluster when
they need to be indexed. This is usually done by a collection trigger that’s fired when
any document is added or updated in the database. Even if a single word within a doc-
ument is altered, the entire document is sent to the remote service and re-indexed.
When a search is performed, the keywords in the search are sent to the remote system
and all document IDs that match the search are returned. Note that the actual docu-
ments aren’t returned. Only a list of the document IDs and their ranking score are
returned. Apache Solr and ElasticSearch are both examples of software that can be
configured as a remote search service. 

 Let’s look at the various trade-offs of these two approaches.

Advantages of in-node index architecture:
 Lower network usage; documents aren’t sent between clusters, resulting in

higher performance
 Ideal for large documents that have many small and frequent changes
 Better fine-grained control search results on structured documents

Advantages of remote service architecture:
 Ability to take advantage of prebuilt and pretested components for standard

functions such as creating and maintaining full-text search indexes
 Easier to upgrade to new features of remote search services
 Ideal for documents that are added once without frequent updates

These are high-level guidelines, and each NoSQL system or version might have excep-
tions to these rules. You can see that how often you update documents has an impact
on what architecture is right for you. Whatever architecture you select, we recom-
mend that you take the time to test a configuration that closely matches your business
challenge.

 Our next section will take a look at one way to speed up the initial document
indexing process, and the creation of reverse indexes to support full-text search. 

7.7 Case study: using MapReduce 
to create reverse indexes
One of the most time-consuming parts of building any search system is creating the
reverse indexes for new full-text documents as they’re imported into your NoSQL
database. A typical 20-page document with 5,000 words can result in 5,000 additions to
your reverse index. Indexing 1,000 documents into your collection would require
approximately five million index updates. Spreading the load of this process over mul-
tiple servers is the best way to index large document collections. 
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 MapReduce is an ideal tool to use when creating reverse indexes due to its ability
to scale horizontally. Creating reverse indexes was the primary driver behind the
Google MapReduce project, and the reason the Hadoop framework was created. Let’s
take a step-by-step look at how you can use MapReduce to create reverse indexes.

 To design a MapReduce job, you must break the problem into multiple steps. The
first step is to write a map function that takes your inputs (the source documents) and
returns a set of key-value pairs. The second step is to write a reduce function that will
return your results. In this case, the results will be the reverse index files. For each key-
word, the reverse index lists what documents contain that word.

 You may recall that the interface between the map and reduce phases must be a set
of key-value pairs. The next question to answer is what to return for the key. The most
logical key would be the word itself. The “value” of the key-value pair would be a list of
all the document identifiers that contain that word.

 Figure 7.6 shows the detailed steps in this process. You can see from this figure that
before you process the inputs, you remove uppercase letters and small stop words
such as the, and, or, and to, since it’s unlikely they’ll be used as keywords. You then cre-
ate a list of key-value pairs for each word where the document ID is the “value” part of
the key-value pair. The MapReduce infrastructure then performs the “shuffle and
sort” steps and pass the output to the final reduce phase that collapses each of the
word-document pairs into a word-document list item, which is the format of the
reverse indexes.

 In our next two sections we’ll look at case studies to see how search can be used to
solve specific business problems. 

Sort
Key-value

pairs Final reverse
index

cats d2
like d2
cat d2
food d2

cats like play

cats like cat food

sue likes cats

Normalization

Cats like to play.

Cats like cat food.

Sue likes cats.

Input
documents

d3

d2

d1
sue d1
likes d1
cats d1

cat d2
cat d3

cats d1
cats d2

food d2

like d2
like d3

likes d1

play d3

sue d1

sue: d1

play: d3

likes: d1

like: d2, d3

food: d2

cats: d1, d2

cat: d2,d3

cats d3
like d3
play d3

Map Reduce

Figure 7.6 Using the MapReduce algorithm to create a reverse index. The 
normalization step removes punctuation and stop words and converts all words to 
lowercase. The output of the map phase must be a set of key-value pairs. The reduce 
function groups the keyword documents to form the final reverse index.
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7.8 Case study: searching technical documentation
This case study will look at the problem of searching technical documents. Having a
high-quality search for technical documentation can save you time when you’re look-
ing for information. For example. if you’re using a complex software package and
need help with a specific function, a high-quality, accurate search can quickly get you
to the right feature.

 As you’ll see, retaining document structure creates search systems with higher pre-
cision and recall. In the following example, we’ll use a specific XML file format called
DocBook, which is ideal for search and retrieval of technical information. You’ll see
how Apache Lucene can be integrated directly into a NoSQL database to create high-
quality search. Note that the concepts used in this section are general and can be
applied to formats other than DocBook.

7.8.1 What is technical document search?

Technical document search focuses on helping you quickly find a specific area of interest
in technical documents. For example, you might be looking for a how-to tip in a soft-
ware users’ guide, a diagram in a car repair manual, an online help system, or a col-
lege textbook. Technical publications use a process called single-source publishing where
all the output formats, such as web, online help, printed, or EPUB, are all derived
from the same document source format. Figure 7.7 shows an example of how the Doc-
Book XML format stores technical documentation. 

 DocBook is an XML standard specifically targeting technical publishing. DocBook
defines over 600 elements that are used to store the content of a technical publication
including information about authors, revisions, sections, paragraph text, figures, cap-
tions, tables, glossary tags, and bibliographic information. 

<book>
   <title>Making sense of NoSQL</title>
   <chapter>
     <title>Finding information with NoSQL search</title>
     <sect1>
       <title>Returning search hits</title>

       <para>A<glossterm>Key Word In Context</glossterm>(KWIC) function

       can be used to highlight the keywords in the search hit.</para>
     </sect1>
   </chapter>
</book>

A hit in a book title has a
high search rank score.

A hit in a paragraph
has a lower score.

Hits in glossary terms may
get a higher boost value.

Figure 7.7 A sample of a DocBook XML file. The <title> directly under the 
<book> element is the title of the book. A keyword hit within a book title has a 
higher score than a hit within the body text of the book.
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DocBook is frequently customized for different types of publishing. Each organization
that’s publishing a document will select a subset of DocBook elements and then add
their own elements to meet their specific application. For example, a math textbook
might include XML markup for equations (MathML), a chemistry textbook might
include markup for chemical symbols (ChemML), and an economics textbook might
add charts in XML format. These new XML vocabularies can be placed in different
namespaces added to DocBook XML without disrupting the publishing processes. 

7.8.2 Retaining document structure in a NoSQL document store

There are several ways to perform search on large collections of DocBook files. The
most straightforward is to strip out all the markup information and send each docu-
ment to Apache Lucene to create a reverse index. Each word would then be associ-
ated with a single document ID. The problem with this approach is that all the
information about the word location within the document is lost. If a word occurs in a
book or chapter title, it can’t be ranked higher than if the word occurs in a biblio-
graphic note.

 Ideally, you want to retain the entire document structure and store the XML file in
a native XML database. Then any match within a title can have a higher rank than if
the match occurs within the body of the text.

 The first step in creating a search function is to load all the XML documents into a
collection structure. This structure logically groups similar documents and makes it
easy to navigate the documents, similar to a file browser. After the documents have
been loaded, you can run a script to find all unique elements in the document collec-
tion. This is known as an element inventory. 

 The element inventory is then used as a basis for deciding what elements might
contain information that you want to index for quick searches, and what index types
you’ll use. Elements that contain dates might use a range index and elements such as
<title> and <para> that contain full text might use a full-text index.

 In addition to the index type, you can also rank the probability that any element
might be a good summary of the concepts
in a section. We call this ranking process
setting the boost values for a document col-
lection. For example, a match on the title of
a chapter will rank higher than a section
title or a glossary keyword. After semantic
weights have been created, a configuration
file is created and the indexing process
begins. Table 7.2 shows an example of these
boost values.

 We should note that the boost values are
also stored with the search result indexes so
that they can be used to create precise

Table 7.2 Example of boost values for a 
technical book search site

Element Boost value

Book title 5.0

Chapter title 4.0

Glossary term 3.0

Indexed term 2.0

Paragraph text 1.0

Bibliographic reference 0.5
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search rankings. This means that if you change the boost values, the documents must
be re-indexed. Although this example is somewhat simplified, it shows that accurate
markup of book elements is critical to the search ranking process. 

 Once you’ve determined the elements and boost values, you’ll create a configura-
tion file that identifies the fields you’re interested in indexing. From there you can
run a process that takes each document and creates a reverse full-text index using the
element and boost values from your configuration file. Apache Lucene is an example
of a framework that creates and maintains these type of indexes. All the keywords
found in that element can then be associated with that element using a node identi-
fier for that element. By storing the element node as well as the document, you know
exactly in what element of the document the keyword was found.

 After indexing, you’re now ready to create search functions that can work with
both range and full-text indexes. The most common way to integrate text searches is
by using an XQuery full-text library that returns the ranked results of a keyword query.
The query is similar to a WHERE clause in SQL, but it also returns a score used to order
all search results. Your XQuery can return any type of node within DocBook, such as a
book, article, chapter, section, figure, or bibliographic entry.

 The final step is to return a fragment of HTML for each hit in the search. At the
top of the page, you’ll see the hits with the highest score. Most search tools return a
block of text that shows the keyword highlighted within the text. This is known as a
key-word-in-context (KWIC) function. 

7.9 Case study: searching domain-specific languages—
findability and reuse
Although we frequently think of search quality as a characteristic associated with a
large number of text documents, there are also benefits to finding items such as soft-
ware subroutines or specific types of programs created with domain-specific languages
(DSLs). This case study shows how a search tool saved an organization time and money
by allowing employees to find and reuse financial chart objects. 

 A large financial institution had thousands of charts used to create graphical finan-
cial dashboards. Most charts were generated by an XML specification file that
described the features of each chart such as the chart type (line chart, bar chart,
scatter-plot), title, axis, scaling, and labels. One of the challenges that the dashboard
authors faced was how to lower the cost of creating a new chart by using an existing
chart as a starting template.

 All charts were stored on a standard filesystem. Each organization that requested
charts had a folder that contained their charts. Because of the structure, there was no
way to find charts sorted by their characteristics. Experienced chart authors knew
where to look in the filesystem for an example of a template, but new chart authors
often spent hours digging through old charts to find an old template that matched up
with the new requirement.
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 One day a new staff member spent most of his day re-creating a chart when a simi-
lar chart already existed, but couldn’t be found. In a staff meeting a manager asked if
there was some way that the charts could be loaded into a database and searched.

 Storing charts in a relational database would’ve been a multimonth-long task.
There were hundreds of chart properties and multiple chart variations. Even the pro-
cess of adding keywords to each chart and placing them in a word document would’ve
been time consuming. This is an excellent example showing that high-variability data
is best stored in a NoSQL system.

 Instead of loading the charts into an RDBMS, the charts were loaded into an open
source native XML document store (eXist-db) and a series of path expressions were
created to search for various chart types. For example, all charts that had time across
the horizontal x-axis could be found using an XPath expression on the x-axis descrip-
tor. After finding specific charts with queries, chart keywords could be added to the
charts using XQuery update statements.

 You might find it ironic that the XML-based charting system was the preferred solu-
tion of an organization that had hundreds of person-years experience with RDBMSs in
the department. But the cost estimates to develop a full RDBMS seriously outweighed
the benefits. Since the data was in XML format, there was no need for data modeling;
they simply loaded and queried the information.

 A search form was then added to find all charts with specific properties. The chart
titles, descriptions, and developer note elements were indexed using the Apache
Lucene full-text indexing tools. The search form allowed users to restrict searches by
various chart properties, organization, and dates. After entering search criteria, the
user performed a search, and preview icons of the charts were returned directly in the
search results page.

 As a result of creating the chart search service, the time for finding a chart in the
chart library dropped from hours to a matter of seconds. A close match to the new tar-
get chart was usually returned within the first 10 results in the search screen.

 The company achieved additional benefits from being able to perform queries over
all the prior charts. Quality and consistency reports were created to show which charts
were consistent with the bank’s approved style guide. New charts could also be vali-
dated for quality and consistency guidelines before they were used by a business unit.

 An unexpected result of the new system was other groups within the organization
began to use the financial dashboard system. Instead of building custom charts with
low-level C programs, statistical programs, or Microsoft Excel, there was increased use
of the XML chart standard, because non-experts could quickly find a chart that was sim-
ilar to their needs. Users also knew that if they created a high-quality chart and added
it to the database, there was a greater chance that others could reuse their work.

 This case study shows that as software systems increase in complexity, finding the
right chunk of code becomes increasingly important. Software reuse starts with find-
ability. The phrase “you can’t reuse what you can’t find” is a good summary of this
approach. 
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7.10 Apply your knowledge
Sally works in an information technology department with many people involved in
the software development lifecycle (SDLC). SDLC documents include requirements,
use cases, test plans, business rules, business terminology, report definitions, bug
reports, and documentation, as well as the actual source code being developed.

 Although Sally’s department built high-quality search solutions for their business
units, the proverb “The shoemaker’s children go barefoot” seemed to apply to their
group. SDLC documents were stored in many formats such as MS Word, wikis, spread-
sheets, and source code repositories, in many locations. There were always multiple
versions and it wasn’t clear which versions were approved by a business unit or who
should approve documents.

 The source code repositories the department used had strong keyword search, yet
there was no way users could perform faceted queries such as “show all new features in
the 3.0 release of an internal product approved by Sue Johnson after June 1.”

 Sally realized that putting SDLC documents in a single NoSQL database that had
integrated search features could help alleviate these problems. All SDLC documents
from requirements, source code, and bugs could be treated as documents and
searched with the tools provided by the NoSQL database vendor. Documents that had
structure could also be queried using faceted search interfaces. Since almost all docu-
ments had timestamps, the database could create timeline views that allowed users to
see when code was checked in and by what developers and relate these to bugs and
problem reports.

 The department also started to add more metadata into the searchable database.
This included information about database elements and their definitions, list of
tables, columns, business rules, and process flows. This became a flexible metadata
registry for an official reviewed and approved “single version of the truth.”

 Using a NoSQL database as a integrated document store and metadata registry
allowed the team to quickly increase the productivity of the department. In time, new
web forms and easy-to-modify wiki-like structures were created to make it easier for
developers to add and update SDLC data.

7.11 Summary
In the chapter on big data, you saw that the amount of available data generated by the
web and internal systems continues to grow exponentially. As organizations continue
to put this information to use, the ability to locate the right information at the right
time is of growing concern. In this chapter, we’ve focused attention on showing you
how to find the right item in your big data collection. We’ve talked about the types of
searches that can be done by your NoSQL database and the ways in which NoSQL sys-
tems make searching fast.

 You’ve seen how retaining a document’s structure in a document store can increase
the quality of search results. This process is enabled by associating a keyword, not with
a document, but with the element that contains the keyword within a document.
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 Although we focused on topics you’ll need to fairly evaluate search components of
a NoSQL system, we also demonstrated that highly scalable processes such as Map-
Reduce can be used to create reverse indexes that enable fast search. Finally, our case
studies showed how search solutions can be created using open source native XML
databases and Apache Lucene frameworks.

 Both the previous chapter on big data and this chapter on search emphasize the
need for multiple processors working together to solve problems. Most NoSQL sys-
tems are a great fit for these tasks. NoSQL databases integrate the complex concepts
of information retrieval to increase the findability of items in your database. In our
next chapter, we’ll focus on high availability: how to keep all these systems running
reliably.
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